
MIGRATION OF LOTUS BASED APPLICATION ON SHAREPOINT

Industry Vertical: Consumer 
Goods & Service

The Organisation is an American computer hardware, software and electronics company that makes self-service kiosks, point-of-sale 

terminals, automated teller machines, check processing systems, barcode scanners, and business consumables. They also provide IT 

maintenance support services.

The compelling reasons to migrate TPP Form from Lotus to SharePoint 2010 were:

§ No support available for current version as it has been withdrawn 

§ High renewal cost to be spent annually

§ Performance of the infrastructure needs to be improved.

§ Data Migration of rich text

Background

The Customer



The organisation decided for technology migration. The various technical applications were evaluated and presented to the 

customer.  Post evaluation, Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010 has been nalized based on the feature set analysis. AGILE software 

development methodology was followed for the speedy delivery of the project. The team distribution was a mix for the project. 

The migration was done in 4 phases:

§ Planning & Project Management - During this phase of the project, a detailed plan with each step for migration was created. All 

checklists used for verications and auditing for pre-requisites, completeness and accuracy were created. A detailed activity/task 

schedule was created and communicated to all teams involved in the project.

§ Design & Development - Since the application to be migrated with new technology, so the whole application was developed 

from scratch similar to existing project following AGILE software development life cycle. The code and documents of the 

project were maintained in Visual Source Safe.

§ Testing - The procedures used for Migration were executed in the test environment to ensure the stability and time take for the 

nal migration is controlled and the roll over to the new technology is smooth. 

 The team created/rened detailed step by step procedures for the migration process.

§ Roll Over - The Rollover to the new environment involved the release of the new application server, this was done as per the 

plan and details discussed in the planning stage. The best part of complete migration was no downtime.

Improved reliability and security Cost Reduction

High Performance platform Better usage statistics

Multiple duplicity validation in the 

system while creating new TPP Form
The system is managed by the admin user and 

domain user, no access to the third party or vendor
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